
GB expands the Dongbo Premium Quality 
Leaf Chain to stock range. 
  

GB Power Transmission is proud to announce we have      

received more stock shipments of the Dongbo premium 

quality Leaf Chain ! The new range adds a competitive    

option for a quality equivalent to the premium brands. We 

now stock a full range of the popular BL series chains from 

BL5 to BL16 and also have a full range of the LL European 

all the way up to the LL40 chains at 2 1/2 inch pitch.   

 

All Dongbo Leaf chain purchased from GB Power is batch 

serial numbered so it can be tracked back to the        

manufacturing process.  All chain batches manufactured  

are QA checked before shipment.  This ensures that the       

material quality, heat treatment, workmanship and chain 

tensile strength can be assured on all sets of Dongbo Leaf 

Chain ordered through GB Power Transmission. 



GB Power Transmission  
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Since GB started in 2004, the market for Leaf Chain has been 

price driven and the result has been a significant reduction in 

chain cost and more importantly service life.  Previously chain 

outlasted the machine, but now they can be changed up to 3 

or more times in a machines service life depending on duty.   

Many parts suppliers have sourced product from a lower cost 
manufacturing base, lowering the price but also the quality 

and service life.  This made economic sense as the true     

premium brands made in the Japan , US or Europe were up to 

4 times higher in price.  Now GB can offer the Dongbo       

premium quality option which is only 30% higher but will   

double the service life.   As the lower cost brands are used on 

the larger machines the reduction in service life is more     

evident and the need for affordable higher quality rises.  GB 

can now provide you this competitive premium quality option 

with the Dongbo brand particularly in the fork capacities from 

10 tonne up to 45 tonne full container handling trucks. 

We will continue to offer the price competitive GB brand but 
now have the option of Doubling the Service Life for only 30% 

higher.  When quality counts, contact GB for pricing on our 

Dongbo Leaf Chain.  With 25 years experience in supplying 

quality chain products to the materials handling industry we 

will make your replacement chain purchase easy. 

Quality that’s Accountable 

Batch Serial number on  

selected side plates on all 

Dongbo Chain.  Every batch 

QA tested and recorded for 

material, heat treatment 

and workmanship 



Phone: 02 4329 5266 

Fax : 02 4329 5244 

Email: sales@gbtrans.com.au 

GB Power Transmission recently announced our appointment as the 
Australian distributor of the FB Chain Wear Gauge with stock now 
available in Australia. The FB Professional Chain Wear Gauge is a 
user-friendly tool for measuring chain elongation (chain wear) in        
imperial pitch leaf chain, forklift chain and roller chain. GB is also 
pleased to announce that a video showing just how easy the gauge is 
to use is now available on our web site.  It demonstrates the correct 
procedure for identifying worn possible dangerous chains in simple to 
follow steps.  Follow the link below to our web site to view it right now. 

New instructional video for FB Chain 
Wear Gauge now online 

www.gbtrans.com.au 

 

http://www.gbtrans.com.au/chainweargauge.php 



Fax Back to GB so we can send it to you 

Fax : 02 4329 5244 

As a result of the hugely successful launch of the FB 
chain Gauge in Australia by GB early in 2012 many  
repairers have requested a manual to assist with       
instructional use but also to provide assistance in the 
identification of leaf chain in the field. 

The new 28 page manual provides      
valuable service tips on identifying      
dangerous chain defects, it gives           
repairers a guide to correctly identify the 
chain on site and also gives them the step 
by step instruction on using the new FB 
Chain Gauge to identify worn possible 
dangerous chain operating in the field. 
 

GB Power can send copies of this chain 
manual on request below and can also  
offer free on site service training on the 
manual and use of the chain gauge.   
For full details please contact GB power      
directly or for copies of the Chain        
Manual enclosed for your service       
technicians' contact us by faxing back  
this request form.  

 

By Post: 

Att: 

 

Free of Charge 

Please send me more chain manuals Qty 

Or Email: 


